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NON-PROVABILITY OF SOUSLIN'S HYPOTHESIS 
TomaS JECH, Praha 
The ordering of the real line is uniquely characterized 
by the following properties: 
(i) it is continuous; 
(il) it has no first and no last element; 
(iii) it has a denumerable dense set; 
Prom (iii) follows 
(iv) every family of non-overlapping intervals is at most 
denumerable• 
It has been conjectured that (iii) can be replaced by Civ). 
This question was raised in 1920 by Souslin [13]. 
Souslin's problem: Is every ordering satisfying (i),(ii), 
(iv) isomorphic with the ordering of the continuum? % 
Souslin'8 continuum is such a set which satisfies (i), 
(ii),(iv) and is not isomorphic with the continuum. 
The existence of Souslin's continuum has been neither pro-
ved nor disproved. There are known the following results con-
cerning Souslin s hypothesis: 
Jesenin-Vol'pin (1954) [6]: Souslin's hypothesis (i.e. 
the non-existence of Souslin's continuum) is not deducible from 
the axioms A, B, C of set theory (Godel-Bernays set theory, 
cf. [21, without the axioms of regularity and of choice). 
H6jek and Vopgnka (1965) t3]: Souslin'® hypothesis Is 
not deducible from the axioms A, B, C, D of set theory. 
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The main r e s u l t of the present paper i s 
Theorem 1 . Sousl in's hypothesis i s not provable in se t 
theory. 
Exactly speaking, i f Godel-Bernays set theory £ * i s 
cons is tent , then i t remains cons is tent , i f the existence of 
Souslin s continuum i s assumed. I t remains the problem, whether 
the assumption of non-existence of Sousl in's continuum i s con-
s i s t en t as wel l . 
In sect ion 2, some theorems are mentioned, which are . 
connected with Sousl in's problem. B .g . , theorem 1 imp l ies the 
non-provability of Kurepa's ramification hypothesis. Mil ler 's 
theorem enables to transfer the problem of existence of Sousl in's 
continuum to the problem of existence of an uncountable ramified 
graph of certain type. This theorem i s used in construction of 
the model ( sect ion 4)» 
Tile in tu i t ive intention i s , to construct the required ra-
mified graph as a l imit of some countable ramified graphs orde-
red bar inclusion. Using Vopenka's or Cohen's methods, cf. [14 -
18, 1 ] , j h e construction of corresponding topology of of cor-
responding set of s e t s of conditions i s a matter of s k i l l . The 
problem i s , however, what cond itions the countable graphs must 
s a t i s f y , in order to converge to Sousl in's continuum. I t appears 
that the countable regular ramified graphs ( 2 . 3 , 4 .2) are the 
right graphs. 
The construction i s dene with help of Vopenke/s method 
of V -models, as described in [ 1 8 ] . I t i s not e s sent ia l that 
V -models are models of X * In X * • An analoguous 
construction can be done in ZF* . SJ -models are br ie f ly des-
cribed i n section 3 . For the reader who knows better Cohen-ty-
pe models than V -models the remark 4.15 Is added. 
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The sec t ion 5 i s devoted to standard V -models given 
by free u l t r a f l i t e r s . The whole sec t ion (which i s not neces-
sary for other considerations) , i s based on the method from 
[183. The reflation i s shown between th i s method and Hajnal-
L^vy-Shoenfield's modification of Godel's function. Espec ia l -
l y , i f ( i<k )
L ( i . e . constructible H^ ) i s denumerable, 
the non-provability of Sousl in's hypothesis can be e s t a b l i s h -
ed by Levy's adjunction of a non-constructible s e t . 
The question i s , whether aa analogous model as i n s e c -
t ion 4 can be constructed for larger cardinals . In connection 
with l5J , i t would give an interest ing resu l t on measurable 
cardinals. 
2 t Equivalence theorems 
In 1943, Miller proved the following theorem, cf. £15] : 
2«--« Theorem. Sous l in 's continuum ex i s t s i f and only i f 
there ex i s t s a p a r t i a l l y ordered se t P of power H..j such 
that 
a) i f fl £ P and oajtd Q ** & f then Q contains 
at- l eas t two comparable and at least two incomparable elements; 
b) i f tX.,/1^6 P are incomparable, then there I s % 6 P 
with x <• x and nj~ •<• & • 
In 1948, Sierp inski stated in [12J the following theorem 
(weaker than M i l l e r ' s ) : 
2 . 2 . Theorem. Sousl in 's hypothesis i s equivalent with 
the following hypothesis: 
Let F be a family of s e t s sa t i s fy ing 
a) a,, *r € F - * .(a,n Jb> • 0 v a, c & v <tr fi a ) j 
b) every disjointed subfamily is at most denumerable • 
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c) every monotone subfamily has the maximal element 
and is at most denumerable• 
Then F is at most denumerable. 
For the sake of completeness it is to be mentioned that 
in 1936 Kurepa [ 7J formulated his ramification hypothesis, 
which implies Soualin's hypothesis and is therefore not 
provable. 
In order to avoid technical difficulties we reformula-
te Miller-Sierpiiiski equivalence theorems and introduce some 
notions which simplify further considerations. 
2.3. Definition. 
Further, the set co0 x o>f will 
be considered. The elements of 
that set are <m,cc> (m e co , 
0 4 % 3 
Z 
z!üs. 
a. 
l 
й>0 
Úi < Oл ) . The ot -th гow Лҷ^ is 
the s e t CJ0 x { OL } . The ramified 
graph i s the re lat ion r on 
00 x coA sat i s fy ing the f o l l o -
wing cond i t ions: 
( i ) r i s ref lexive and t rans i t ive ; 
( i i ) i f < # , i£ > 6 n, and x € M^ 7 y. e H then a-4 j3? 
( i i i ) i f -so < /3 and ty, e A then there i s x e h^ 
with < X «+ > e H, y 
( iv ) i f X #* y, are from the same row, then there i s no 
z with < x X > e K and < <y, z > e ft . 
Two elements x , y are r-comoarable. i f <x n^> e ft or 
</y. X > 6 ft and are r-lncomparable« i f the converse i s true. 
A r e l a t i o n A> & ft sa t i s fy ing ( i ) - ( iv) and being a l i -
near ordering i s cal led a chain.of a ramified graph. 
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A subset a of the domain SO (ft) of r is called an ansl-
chain of r , if it contains pairwise incomparable elements on-
ly. 
The following theorem ia a simple modification of Miller-
Sierpinski theorem: 
2»4« Theorem* The nece39ary and aufficient condition for 
the existence of Souslin'3 continuum i9 the exietence of an un-
countable ramified graph, which haa no uncountable chaina or 
antichains. 
i* V -ffiô ej,8 
^ -models are parametric syntactic models of the theory 
51* of Godel-Bernays in the theory X.* and depend on two 
parameters B, z ; B being a variable for complete Boolean al-
gebras and z being a variable for ultrafliters on B . The 
author of the present paper preserve3 the denotation both of pa-
per a [14-173 and of the later version of V -models [18]. 
P is the sheaf over B on C C B ) and for every set-
formula cf the value Frc/~l e B can be computed 
( F^fcy1. F V A F V . ^ i ^ - F y etc.). The model V(B,x) 
is the model determined by the class of functions C ( &>) and 
the predicate e* (x 6**4, & F (x n&) e z, ) . For any set-
formula c/ , the following holds: 
<p* 3 Frc/"x e x . 
To every set x there is a corresponding function M,^ e C (B) . 
It is no danger of confusion, if we identify k^ with x • 
There are two important characteristics of complete Boo-
lean algebras which enables to investigate the properties of 
V -models. 
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3 . 1 . Def init ion. (U,(b>) i s the l eas t K^ such that 
no disjointed family A S B of power K^ e x i s t s . 
3 . 2 . Definit ion. €T(B) i s the least K^ such that 
there i s no basis b of B having the property that AA+ £> 
>AA,4 >... -2-̂ 6- >. . . e ^ imp l ies A AMA 4- 0 . 
3 . 3 . Theorem. If 6), ^ ffTB) or ^ > ^ C B ) , then 
CO^ ia a cardinal number of V ( B , -& ) • 
4 . The modal 
4 . 1 . Now, we construct a complete Boolean algebra B 
i n such a way that there i s a Sousl in's continuum in the model 
V ( B , a s ) , X being an u l t r a f i l t e r on B . T h e Boolean algebra 
B i s the algebra of a l l open regular sets of some Hausdorff 
topological space. 
4 . 2 . Def init ion. A ramified graph r i s regular, i f 
(v) there i s ox, «t* cu, (the length of the graph) and 
2)(/t) i s the whole o)0 x <x> •, 
(v i ) i f x € Avfl f / 3 < T < < * r t
ften there are nfr , 
«ti e \ > HH + **% with <x<fy > e *, <XOA%> e i . 
4*3 . D«finitio{.u c i s the set of a l l regular ramified 
graphs of length co^ * 
b i s the set of a l l regular ramified graphs of countable 
length. For every K e Arf AA^ i s the se t of a l l £ e e , 
£ D K . (Further, the lower-case l e t t e r r i s the variable 
for elements of b . ) 
4.4» hsmSL" If /fc 2 /fc' then AA^ S* AA^, -
4 . 5 . hsSBBBl* --* it K' e & f then either /c & /c' or 
H, 2. /l' or r and r have no common extension; i . e . 
' e i ther AA^ 2 A4,„, ., or ^ & AA^ or nM and u^ are 
o H j o i n t . 
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4*6. Lemma. If X € 2) (n. ) and the length of r i s oc, 
then there i s a chain /b £ ft of length <x, containing 
the point x ( i . e . *x 6 2) (A>) ) . Moreover, if ac i s a 
l imit number, then there are uncountably many such chains. 
Proof• We can assume that cc i s a l imit number. There 
i s a sequence oi0 < oci < . . . < cc^ < . . . conf inal with 
oi> («x € M^ )?and we can e a s i l y construct a subgraph of 
r of the following form: 
The assert ion i s then obvious. 
4* 7* Lemma. If r i s of length ac , then there i s 
Kf 3 >* of length ot + A • 
Proof. The proposit ion i s obvious, i f ot i s not a l imi t 
number. Let oc be a l imi t number. Let us enumerate a l l mem-
bers of 2) (n> ) ss ca0 x oo fcy natural numbers: -e0 , < , , . . • ><„,>••• 
For every /n e a> we choose a chain s ^ of length oc con-
taining the point e ^ and extend t h i s chain by adding the 
point < /n, ot > in the <fc - t h row. The graph obtained i n 
t h i s way i s regular ramified and has the length oc + A • 
4*8# Lejjmaj. I f /c0 £ K^ s . . . £ H,^ £ . . . are elements 
Qt> 
of b , then /t » ^ U K^ belongs to b . 
Proof, 
The only non- tr iv ia l condition, which i s t o be ver i f ied 
i s (v i ) of 4 . 2 . Let ft < y < (/the length of r ) . Then 
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Of i s l e s s than the length of some r ^ and thus Cvi) i s 
sa t i s f i ed* 
4 . 9 . Lemma. I f K € Jb> , then t he re i s j e d with 
%3 * . 
Proof* By induc t ion up t o ^ • 
4«10« Consequence. Every u^ i s non-void; the i n t e r -
s e c t i o n of a sequence AJUK S AA,^ 9... 2. AA*^ 2 . . . i s again 
*» **, 
4 . 1 1 . Lfiaaa* Tne c o l l e c t i o n -f xi^ : K e Jtr ? i s a c l o -
pen bas i s for a Hausdorff topology t on the se t c • 
4 . 12 . Now, B i s defined as the Boolean algebra of a l l 
open regu la r s e t s of the space < C Z > . The s e t b can 
be embedded in to B i n such a way tha t every r i s i d e n t i -
f i e d with u ^ • The se t i s then a bas i s for B ( i . e , fo r 
any non-zero AA, e & the re i s fv e Jb- with K ^ AX ) f 
^1 ^ ^2. i s t n e s a m e a s ^-t 2 ^ > t n e m e e , f c ^t A Kz is 
^ i f KA 2 / ^ , r2 i f /tf £ / ^ and 0 i f ^ u / t ^ ^ , 
and the meet A /t of a monotone sequence K0 > / £ , > - . . 
••• ^ /cin,^'-*- i s ^ ^L . Fu r the r , we choose an u l t r a f i l -
t e r s on B • 
4*13* Lemmja. °>i *£ the first uncountable cardinal in 
the model V ( B, x ) . Moreover, is the construction is done 
in the theory with the axiom of constructibility, cardinals 
of V(B, x) are absolute. 
Proofs The assertion follows from 3.3. fffB)* ^1 ac-
cording to 4.10, (U, (B) = (2*M+ (i.e. jrt1 fif V -* L )• 
4.14. Now, let us define the function -P e C (&) , which 
is to be the required ramified graph in V(E>tz) * Let x, y 
-be- elements of 6>0 x O^ 
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f ( < x ^ > ) = V { / t : < r x ^ > e / & J • 
I t fol lows that for any r of length oo , 
F r f r* (co x <*>) » n? s t . 
Now i t i s obvious, how the de f in i t ion of the Boolean algebra 
s a t i s f i e s the in tu i t i ve intention to obtain f as a "limit of 
countable regular ramified graphs". 
4«15» Remark. If the corresponding Cohen-type model were 
constructed , then countable regular ramified graphs should be 
the s e t s of cond i t ions, the symbol 
H, * Frcfn 
should be replaced by 
it h*9 
( <y being a formalization of the formula 9> ) and the equa-
l i t y from 4*14 should be replaced by 
n, ih* (t r- (OJX <*>) - *> ) • 
4 . 16 . I t remains to prove that f has in 7̂ the f o l -
lowing propert ies: 
a) f i s an uncountable ramified graph; 
b) every chain i s countable; 
c) every antichain i s countable. 
In the proof, we use the fact that , f i r s t l y , i f ' F r<gp~l » 4 , then 
y holds in V , and secondly 
">*Fr(Vx)y(*jl ±tt(V/t4AA,)(VxeC(B))C*4Frc/(*),li 
JUL* F r ( 3 x ) y ( x T i f f (Vv*JUL)(3H,ivK3*eC(B)ln,4 
4 Frcp (* VI . 
4-17* T'ftrWff- f I s a n uncountable ramified graph in 
V(b,cc ) . 
Proof. The proof of the fact that f i s a ramified graph 
i s a matter of s k i l l . As for the second part of the assert ion , 
i t follows from the fact that Fr2)(i) » <4 x ^ - f . 
4»18. LfBHa- Every chain of f i s countable ( in V ) . 
Proof. We prove the following: 
Fr(3*)cf(/*V - 0 
where Cf (/a ) i s the formula 
A> s -f & A> i s a chain of f & (Vx< oi, )(3x eHJUe3)M 1. 
Let, on the contrary, there be A> e C ( &) with Frg>(A>?*¥ 0. 
There are x„ e M,9 and /t0 6 F
rcp 0&)"1 such that 
\ 4 FrX. e 2) (A>V . 
We can continue by induction. For any ft < o^ there are 
* A € Jhm and K- 2 U n^ such that 
ft £ F r x / | e 3) (A>V . 
Let us denote as s- the chain determined by the sequence 
4x ; Y< ft} • S i n c e % * ^rV t*^ > --* i s e a f ly t 0 b e 
shown that 
(1) /c ^ Fr>b h C(i) x (I) m A>^ ; 
(2) ^ » ^ . 
Let g be the following ordinal function from o^ into o^ : 
q,(0) * 0 , 
9.f/3} • • • the supremum of lengths of /£ , y < /3 . 
The function g i s increasing and continuous, and hence there 
i s a l imit ordinal ot < <D., with 9^ Tec ) * ct . It follows 
that r^ and s^ have the same length oc and that 
(1) %, ** FrA> h (<V x cc) - *« i 
(2) ^ C ^ 
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Now, we construct an extension K 3 /c^ having the pro-
perty that the chain s^ cannot be extended in r ' (and 
hence in no extension of r ' ) . Then 
( * ) ft 4 Fr(-i3x) Lxe Ji^Sc x e 2)(*)3~* 
which contradicts to nf& Frq> (4>P . (If (*) did not hold-
there would be an extension /t" 2 M,' and an extension 
*' 2 <*<* of length oc 4- 1 with n,"& FrAt(G>x(oL+/l))** A>n 
and V £ H," .) 
The extension /c' si /t is defined in the following way: 
Let us enumerate all members of C0o x oc, by natural numbers: 
*̂  > ̂ i» "*; ^m.7'" * P o r every m e 00 , we choose a 
chain s^ of length oc different from s^ and containing 
the point e^ and extend this chain by adding the point 
<.nrt oe, > in the oc -th row. The obtained graph is regular 
and the chain s^ cannot be extended in it. 
4*19. Lemma. Every antichain of f is countable (in 
? ). 
Proof. Every antichain of a ramified graph can be exten-
ded to a maximal antichain ( i . e . such antichain which cannot 
be extended). Let us suppose that there i s a. e C (B) with 
F r y (Ch )"1 =# 0 where i|r (<X) i s the formula 
a s o ^ x CJt, & c a ^ i a s ^ ^ a i s a maximal antichain of f . 
Let sy* , ^ - - • • • > 'VJJ >••• . ; /3 < a>t , be a l l the elements 
of <*)« x o>i in lexicograph ic order ( i . e . f i r s t the 0-th row, 
then the 1-s t , e t c . ) . There are x0 and /t0 « F
r^r (a,)"1 such 
that 
n9 & F
r * . € a, & xQ i s f-comparable with y/
1 . 
We can continue by induction. For any fi < cJn there aacfe x . 
and /t~ 2 U / t^ such that 
Ajj ^ FrX^ 6 O/ & .X. i s f-comparable with x"1. 
Using the same argument as in 4*18 we can find a l imit or-
dinal at having the following property: 
(1) r ^ has the length OK, 5 
( 2 ) infr 1 ft < <*> ? - *>* x < * - 5 
(3) -t xA s /a < oc j c cu^x o& . 
Let us denote as a^ the se t {x : (I < cc } . Since 
A^ --.; Frqr fa)"1 i t i s easy to be shown that 
C4) a^ i s a maximal antichain in r^ 5 
(5) /t^ -S Frccn (o0 * <*, ) m aQ . 
Now, we construct an extension A / 2 /t of length ot ••• A 
having the property that a^ i s a maximal antichain in r 
(and hence in every extension of r ' ) . Then 
< * ) n' *- Fra, m a£ 
which contradicts to ft' ^ F r-y fa,)"1 . (If (*.) did not 
hold, there would be an extension 7t a. /t' and x. 4 #**> 
with K ^ Fr»x e d? . But in th i s case we could find an ex-
tension % 2 K with X B 3) (% ) and hence ^ i J { x J 
would be an antichain in r . ) 
The extension K* 3 ft i s defined in the following wa^y:. 
Let us enumerate a l l the members of cd0 x 00 by natural 
numbers; -ed , -e^ , . . . , - e ^ , . . . . For every m e. CJ there 
i s ^ € o^ comparable with e^ • Hence we can choose a 
chain s ^ of length <*, containing the points -e^,, e^, and 
extend th i s chain by adding the point < m, 00 > JLn the oci-th 
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row. Obviously, a^ is a maximal antichain in this regular 
extension. 
5. Remark on free ultrafliters 
5.1. This chapter is devoted to construction of standard 
7̂ -models with help of free ultrafliters. The reader is 
supposed to be familiar with sections 8, 9 of [ 18 J and the 
denotation from it is used without reference. The significan-
ce of free ultrafiltera ia, that if B is a complete Boolean 
algebra in a model-class P and z is a free ultrafilter, 
then V ( B , x ) is standard model (isomorphic with the mo-
del-class Vv̂ B ). The existence of free ultrafiltera is 
guaranteed, if co^ is sufficiently large cardinal of A(P), 
5.2. If P is assumed to be the class L of all con-
structive sets, then we can easily prove the following 
Theorem. Wj* * L^ ( Lx being the clas9 of z-con-
structible sets, cf. [4, 8, 11,.9 J • 
Proof. 1. L z s 1^
B , It suffices to prove %- € W^ . 
It holds that x. s B e L and the identity function I on 
B is a (B,B)-function such that ^ - » - [ x : I C . x ) f e ^ ? -
2. W£ s Lx . Thjs follows from the fact that every 
w(fx) can be obtained by Godel's operations from z and 
construetible sets. 
5«3. Using the result from fl8J an<| computing the power 
of the Boolean algebra defined in section 4, we can prove the 
following 
Theorem. Iff K^ > (rt^ ) L , then there is a set « such 
that Sous 1 in's hypothesis does not hold in A ( L^ ) • 
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